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Category:Songs with music by Mika SinghQ: AngularJS update model when using $watch within ng-click
I have a AngularJS scope variable called project. When someone clicks a button, I want to call this
angular function $scope.flip() that inserts and removes a clicked project from a div. When that happens,
however, project becomes 'null'. When I alert out project.name, however, it comes back as the proper
value. $scope.flip = function() { var current = project; $scope.project.name = ''; $scope.project.id = '';
$scope.$apply(); return current; } if(action){ $scope.$watch('project', function(){
alert($scope.project.name); }, true); } I was just wondering why the value of project doesn't update? If I
put a timeout on the $watch method, I get that value but it's still using the old value. Thanks! A: You
should not put $scope.$watch inside the callback function as it will run on every digest cycle, if you call
the function with $apply it will fire a digest cycle in order to update the value of your variable. Then the
watch should be triggered only on the first digest cycle, so you just need to put it inside the function. So
your code will be like the following: $scope.flip = function() { var current = project; $scope.project.name
= ''; $scope.project.id = ''; return current; } Tag: recent As I mentioned in a previous post, we
experienced a pretty bad storm this
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